
WWhen Kirk and Sue Polson bought 
their Lora Bay home outside of Thornbury, 
the rear outdoor area had basic landscaping. Some armour 
stone had been used to create retaining walls on the gentle 
hill behind the home and a few perennials had been planted. 
Other than that, it was a blank canvas. They knew that they 
wanted a more complete space for themselves and their 
extended family, so they started a wish list.

A pool was at the top of that list, along with a hot tub, fire pit 
and ample seating areas. Working at the home a few doors down 
was Tavis Yeats and Michael Chapman of Oasis North 
Landscapes and the Polsons liked what Oasis was completing 
for their neighbour. Oasis also had an understanding of the site 
and the drainage challenges. Armed with a site plan designed 
by Fran Moore, the space now incorporates the owners’ wish 
list of items to fit around a pool while still having a feeling of 
openness. Do the Polsons like their new outdoor space? Kirk and 
Sue both smile and say, “100 per cent.”
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Metal geese sculptures and decorative 
perimeter lighting around the pool work 
with the site’s organic elements.Swivel rocking 

chairs from Squire 
John’s are placed 
around the f ire pit.

 A few mature trees 
existed on the property, 
and Oasis has added more 
for privacy and shade, but 
kept the trees to the sides 
of the lot to maintain a 
view up the slope to the 
forest behind the property. 
The slope is now planted 
with a large variety of 
shrubs and perennials. The 
owners have access to the 
community walking path off 
their rear yard.

 The Polsons decided 
on a 13-by-24, vinyl-lined, 
Fox lagoon-shaped pool, 
from Thornbury Clear 
Choice Pools & Spas. 
Tavis suggested a dark 
liner to give the water a 
deeper colour.

 Permacon 
Mondrian slabs were 
used for the pool 
deck, sourced at  
13 Forty Landscape 
Supplies. To define 
seating areas, 
patterns with 
curves and rosettes 
were laid.
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 A cabana was designed by 
the Oasis team and built by  
Due North Custom Carpentry. 
An overhang gives shelter from 
the sun and weather and has a 
peaceful view over the pool.

 A red door on the pool house 
coordinates with red cushions 
on the wicker resin furniture, 
which tie into the deep red 
and pink shades of the nearby 
landscape plantings.  OH

The existing armour stone was 
rearranged, creating a more 
organic f low for the retaining 
wal l. The large limestone 
boulders now fol low the gentle 
curves of the salt water pool.

A “MARK” OF 
EXCELLENCE

Be part of a winning team...A.M. Contracting.

excavating services • septic system installations  
professional electrical contracting

trucking and hauling

Servicing the entire South Georgian Bay area!

75 Sandford Fleming Rd, Collingwood
705-446-1407
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